
                                     ZAKARYAH  9: 12- 13         Prisoner of Hope


Verse 12 … Return to the Fortress, O prisoners of hope !  Today, too, a second announcement, 
‘I will return to you’.

Verse 13 … For I will bend Judah (as a bow) for Me, I will fill (the hand of) Ephraim with a bow, 
and I will stir up your children, O Zion, against your children, O Greece, and I will make you like 
the sword of a warrior.       Stone’s TANACh  Translation.


Who is this “Prisoner of Hope” ?     Is this who is to be like the sword of a warrior ?

 

Previously, in verse 9 …

Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion !   Shout for joy O Daughter of Jerusalem !

For behold, your King will come to you, Righteous and Victorious is he, a humble man riding 
upon a donkey, upon a foal, a calf of she-donkeys.

*  this is a “Prophecy of the Messiah”


Verse 10 … I will eliminate any (battle) chariot from Ephraim and any (war) horse from 
Jerusalem, and the bow of warfare will be eliminated, and He will speak Peace to the nations.   
His Dominion will be from sea to sea, and from the river to the ends of the Earth.

Verse 11 …

Also you, through the blood of your covenant I will have released your prisoners from the pit in 
which there is no water.


Who is the “Prisoner of Hope” ?


No more war… yet Yahudah bent as a bow and a bow put into the hand of Ephraim ?

Is it the “Prisoner of Hope” who is “like the sword of a warrior” ?


What “prisoner” is hoping for the Messiah ?   World wide Dominion ?

Is this speaking of the Catholic Church ?

Is this speaking of Jesus riding a donkey foal ?     “Victorious” over what at that moment ?

His crucifixion was a week later… and then His Resurrection, being Victorious over Death … 
yet after another 3 days hence.


Verse 11 :  also “you”… your prisoners released from the pit with no water.


Metaphor ?   A real, true situation ?   The Messiah’s prisoners ?


Prisoners hoping for what ?    Water ?


Verse 12   eriktology translation :


“TESHUVA” - repent, return, go back, repeat the Original Mandate : be humbled, QADOSH - 
set apart, the Betrothed of YHUH your ALHIM, get back in His Sheepfold, His Fortress…

“impossible”… inaccessible.    Harnessed, bound, imprisoned by the “binding obligation”
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**  [( TORAH )]

That nasty scab which you pulled off…

***  no, wait… you had pulled away from it, drawn off like you were the nasty scab - 

A non-involved associate - just a “cling-on” without birthright, without a demand - a stranger 
and alien being of a foreign culture, a free culture without the requirement of “keeping the Law” 
to be saved…


Also then, ‘back-atcha’… even so…

Today hear the analogy :  

Having been drawn away to different, variant, strange teachings… and you hang on to them…

I will copy, repeat, double that same back to you.

As you have attached yourself to foreign teeth : MEM-SHIN-NOON-HEI :  MShNH …

****   Which can not chew My BShR  meat…


I will provide you swamp water brought in from what you have gleaned from the foreign raids.

*****   ALEF-SHIN-BEIT-RESH-NOON that you had MEM-GIMEL-YOD-DALETed from ShNH.


Verse 13 …

Because My Way, My Custom, My Education,, My Mode of Conduct - YAHUDAH made to be 
difficult, severe, unintelligible, argued against, like straw, as one being drunk on reluctance…

My Arched, Vaulted Rainbow is a ‘baited snare’ of crookedness, nothingness.

My Fullness is wearisome, tiresome… a canopy incinerated to ash.   Ephraim is congratulated.

The waters of the pasture are a cesspool.   

Ephraim has staged a pompous  masquerade… 

stripped Me bare, as if I was blind and naked, exposed as if My Ways were leather…

temporary, accidental, the trick of an enemy as if they were attached to empty labor.


They make appeals to Me as a Claimant with legal right to protest and object…

Therefore, Accordingly, Because…

I will amplify your objection :

Boil it down to basic - strip everything away to barrenness - mirror of yourself - rawhide :

Your son crying like a desert cat, your son groaning about it like a ship stuck in mire…

I have placed you Center Stage…

Like a Great White Fighting Cock

Like a Great Sword of Drought.   Destruction.

I place your failure, waste, ruin, desolation …


A Giant Marble Obelisk  the heroic testimony of your vigorous greatness.


Then Verse 14…

YHUH will appear to them -

              [( they who TESHUVA  and  HaTiQVaH to His harness - the Prisoners of Hope )]

YHUH their Exalted One - He will cause to be - their promotion, elevated to a greater dignity, 
successfully springing up as a surprise - prize !

He will exhibit - He sees  …  when He approves of what He Sees.
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When they look at each other - as in a mirror - same heart - same appearance -

When He sees Himself exhibited in Them.


He will burst forth - eject like lightning - His Arrow, His projectile - flashing, glittery !

He will swing His Axe and cleave in two - making a separation …  ‘bosom-like’  :  “AL ShDY”


ADNI :  as I choose to be His - I choose Life - my decision - my determination … YHUH.


Beautifully adorned - with SHOFAR Blast !   

As Thunder and Lightning

As a Volcanic eruption and a sudden Sinkhole


Just casually walking the path … ‘La-De-Dah’ … hand-in-hand, beloved, together …

‘wandering, wondering, winding as a wayfarer along the flowing course, as instructed’ …


Suddenly - out of nowhere - POW  !*#%?!    Storm - Tempest - Assault - Vehement Rage


* *

Verse 15

YHUH  TzBAUT   “He will cause to exist” like stabbing a knife in to the hilt  :  Grief - Sorrow

He raising His Pestle Hammer … they being meal in His Mortar Bowl. 


He puts the “KI-BOSH” on them  : KAF-BEIT-SHIN :  conquered like a pickle in a jar - 

caught like a rat in a trap.


Catapult !    like a Sail catching the wind, I’m “shooting My wad” - not just one rock …

the entire Stone Wall !    Like a Dam burst !

        The foundation of their wall will become liquified - Earthquake !

        Flowing like wine at a Banquet - Blood at a Slaughter Feast … they will drink.

        The fullness - the essence of their ways - intoxicated by their own criterion -

        They determined and distinguished for themselves… and so it is.

        Their own shamefulness is their own pickle juice.

* *

Verse 16

The people Saved - delight in YHUH their ALHIM.

On that same day, like little sheep - playing, going out      * not in quarantine 


Because My Construction methods are quite unique - different than any other -

Attracting like a powerful Magnet - anything similar.

Similar Stuff - whatever is in My Likeness … comes flying in like with Jet Engines.

Building up into a multi-dimensional Puzzle Sculpture…

  

Picture a  “Violet Bunch of Grapes” - a SAMEK-GIMEL-LAMED : SGL  : a special treasure, 
adapted, fitted, conformed, singled out, belonged, remedy, virtue, quality, choice, best, specific 
possession, acquired, saved, capable.   My Cadre.   
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SAMEK-UAW-GIMEL  /  LAMED-YOD   

My fenced, classified as disassociated, comfortable being in My Basket of prescribed limits 
and customs.    My Cigar  : SGR  :  locked, closed, bolted, delivered over, prisoner.  Persistent.


SAMEK-GIMEL-RESH-NOON : Arms bearer.  

Surrendered himself to another’s SGN :  ensign, style, way, formulate, uniform - deputyship.

Asceticism : abstaining from sensual pleasure to pursue esoteric, mystical, spiritual goals.


“I will build My  EBENY - NAZAR”  :  My Citadel for those who keep the Vow of Devotion and 
Abstain from the Specified Abomination of Foreignness.    

My Stone Crown.

My Bowstring of twisted cords which shoots My Arrows.


MEM-TAV-NOON :  Voluntarily, slowly, patiently, doing as Stipulated… 

     [( MEM-TAV-NOON-YOD-OYIN : self-propelled motor - the starter button is SHABBAT ! )]

“Kill the business.  I will do “likewise”.   Just Imagine…

As a man dies … bleeding …  silenced, destroyed…

Equally - Example : fluttering, galloping … they run out of fuel / when we stop as stipulated !”


MEM-TAV-NOON-UAW.      MTNUSSUT.   No escape.


* *

Verse 17

My Hand - “By George !” - How full-basket !   Wonderful - Goodly - Workable !

How Beautiful - every puzzle piece fits exactly, precisely - male-to-female - like plumbing pipes

A Garden of Select Young Girls…  Lady Garden …  BETULAH :  the Constellation Virgo : 

Virgin holding Spica, a Bouquet of Wheat-Corn :  the multiplication

The QADOSH  Betrothed :  consecrated, devoted, set aside


Reconnoiter - Spy - Search for ‘It’ :  how to make the ‘Poison Wine’ that they will drink…

The Door Knob - the Gateway is… it all depends on … it hangs upon, like a quiver of arrows …


The Virgin giving Birth

BTLUT :  Maidens flourishing with eloquent utterance - bearing fruit  :  NOON-UAW-BEIT

DGN   BCxURYM   UTYRUSh  YNUBB   BTLUT


TAV-UAW-RESH-SHIN  :  TURW  :  heredity, Atavism  :  those who revert to Ancestral ways.   
TESHUVA  :  return to the Ancient Path prescribed to Forefathers 

ABRHM, YTzCxQ, YOQB … MShE, DUYD, YHUShO …

“Atavism” :

An individual embodying such a reversion of traits, characteristics or DNA  which appears to be  
absent from intervening generations -  a throwback to earlier type.


The Prisoners of Hope are Paleo-Gurl.   

PEI-LAMED-ALEF-YOD-UAW  / GIMEL-UAW-RESH-LAMED
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PLA : Wonder, marvelous, extraordinary, difficult, distinguished, made ‘special’, cleaved apart,  
QADOSH, Ancient, prehistoric, primeval, hidden … Psalm 119: 18


GUR : sojourner, dwell, to turn off one path to another… attacked, to fear, cub, whelp, “Igor”

GR-GR : to pick berries, little grains, voracious - of the throat - gargling - gobbler - unusual 
verbal  “nonsense” -  excitable unappreciated conversation… rather irritating, teasing.


GIMEL-UAW-RESH-LAMED :  a small stone, a lot cast to partake of the fate and fortune being  
a sojourner among the Hebrews… like Ruth with Naomi.


TAV-RESH-SAMEK  :  a word related to TAV-RESH-SHIN : shielded, protected - against - 
opposed, contradict, debate, a shuttered window -  the stone placed against - to block a door


ZAKARYAH  10: 1

“Ask”.     Beg of YHUH.     MEM-TET-RESH :  Rain down the Meteor !    Please !   “RAIN !”


It is time.   Make it appear.   Expose it like a bubble having come to the surface !

Fright

Terror

Dismay

The conspirators who have laid snares … become snared - eclipsed.   Cut off.

Reality Manifest.

Smite !

YHUH doing present tense - Behold - as forecast :   Incredible Storm, Lightnings !


The “Maidens’ Form” is displayed - clothing revealing her shapely figure - wet t-shirt …

The beating rain - Gushing - manifests the corporeal substance -     

* ?! *  Realization  * !? * 

YOD-TAV-NOON    LAMED-HEI-MEM

Exactly what YHUH taught them is still valid -  flowing incessantly !


Just as a man weeds out a field - to render it a plow land…

Just as a man is in a hurry to return to the breasts of a beautiful woman…

     To reach out his arms and enclose her…

     To access her ‘chest of drawers’ - sufficient for every provision…

BEIT-SHIN-DALET-HEI :  Dispenser of nurturing Benefits

                                        Diabolic hurler of devastating Arrows


He will teach them as to a man :  

Green herbs in the field, a Garden of Delights…

A Woman’s potential.

Fades when shamed.   

Stupefied when regarded as ‘stupid’.      

BEIT-SHIN-DALET-HEI     : - :     BEIT-SHIN-TAV  /  TAV-DALET-HEI
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* Note :  “Just ask of YHUH for MTtR” 

               Today, September 21, 2020  on the Gregorian calendar, was projected by some to be-

               

The Apocalyptic Galactic Catastrophe.   


The greatest event since Noah’s Flood was commenced by a Meteor or Asteroid hitting Earth.


A Meteor splashing down in the Pacific Ocean, sending splash - 500 foot or 500 meters ?
Tsunami waves to wipe out many cities and suddenly change everything.

Goodbye NWO boys,   the Maiden of YSRAL is made herself ready - TzADI-YOD-UAW-NOON.


According to these verses, regardless of what day is predicted by man …

YHUH  Himself has predicted it.


When the Maidens have conformed like a bunch of Violet Grapes,  YHUH will make it so.

When He approves of what He Sees…


“How many of whom, have to do what ?  When ?

For how long, with what heart ?”


When He sees His own reflection in the polished mirror of our faces, looking at Him.  
Expecting…

QOOF-UAW.       “TiQVaH”  


shackled by the bracelet chain of His SHIN-RESH :  Prince, leader, captain, poet, singer, 
“bracelet chain” … being His ‘contender’, His ‘untied’, His ‘fertile plain’ : “ShRUN” - tended.


we become His OYIN-DALET-YOD-NOON  :  choice, best, ornament, jewel, voluptuous, 
luxurious, pregnant, sublime, tender, delicate, refined, evident attestation of His Being.

We being the object of His delight.


SHIN-OYIN-SHIN-OYIN :  He delighted to blind Himself to our ugly… SHIN-OYIN-HEI my YAH.


OYIN-BEIT-RESH :  Hebrew - Virgin and pregnant with His Seed - His Word.      YHUShOTY.


GIMEL-RESH-SAMEK-HEI  :  text, version, study, interpretation

GRS :  gris-mill, crush, pound, make grits, meal for cereal, learn, study, read the meaning, 
longed for, pounded…  determine the meaning !    

Claim or maintain that…     here is a proposed understanding of the unintelligible Text.


For the sake of being clear, an explanation of the translation method :

Every word and phrase and concept written here is directly extracted from the Hebrew
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**  Liberties taken as reaction or insights based on personal perspective are noted by either  
asterisks *  or bracketed  [( like so )].


Every other phrasing is my best effort to describe what each word is ‘saying’ from a number of 
different considerations, such as :


- Investigate the dictionary meaning as written

- Determine the ‘root’ of each word regardless of the spelling

- Consider that every two letters as pairs are an independent word added to other pairs

- Consider three letter sets as independent words within the spelling of any word

- Use Klein’s Dictionary to look at derivative spellings and etymological comparisons

- Look at root words with different prefixes added that are not there in the real text

- Look at each possible different suffix added which might elucidate the core meaning

- Add YOD or UAW as “wildcards” between every other pair of Letters

- Duplicate the second Letter as the third Letter   AB :  ABB

- Duplicate a two letter pair or duplicate by adding a three letter second iteration                                                                           

example :  AB - AYB - AUB - ABB - ABIB - ABUB - ABAB - ABAUB

- Consider the meaning of each individual Letter

- Compare each Letter to the MISHKAN Pattern

- Relate each Letter to the Narrative of YHUShO   [( Crucifixion and Resurrection )]

- Look for poetic synonyms in surrounding text - weaving a texture of repetitions

- Determine if a set of words are describing a picture of something not evident by the words

- Is the sentence a statement or a question ?   Hebrew has no punctuation !

- Do other languages have comparable words - spelling, pronunciation, or meaning  * Samarai

- Does the narrative coincidentally resemble any modern “news item” correlation

- Does my personal life experience resonate so clearly in sync, that I can emote interpretation

- Compare each Letter to each other Letter’s perspective of it -  as per the “eriktology Chart”

- Read the verse sentence “around and around” or back and forth, not only one direction

    *  this perspective is deduced from Ezekial 43: 12.  the words  SBYB, SBYB

- Consider that a writing of words may itself be describing the meaning of a Letter or the 

meaning of a phase of the MISHKAN Pattern from a more distant ‘scope’.

- Regard each Letter as the disclosure of Identity and Intent of the Author : YHUH

- Consider other words with similar spellings and remove the odd letter value in order to read 

what remains.  [( one must have an accurate comprehension of each Letter ! )]

- Take into account all the possible definitions of a word simultaneously, find commonality

- Is it possible to use “OYIN-DALET / OYIN-TAV” as a key of binocular vision

- Read each word Letter-by-Letter and each sentence Word-by-Word as a “string of pearls”  

or a “bracelet chain of charms” or a chronology of building blocks

- Regard each writing as a ‘Secret Message” to recover YSRAL from its petrification

- Maintain that each instruction might describe both the Blessing and the Curse, same words

- YHUH had Daniel ‘hide the words’ … this effort may legitimately be ‘the time’ of unsealing


The idea that “Like attracts Like” is a modern theme of “energetics”…

The attraction of YHUH to what reflects YHUH is reiterated numerous times : OUD 

OYIN-UAW-DALET   again the root of  “AYIN-DALET” : witness, testimony, gathering
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The continued regard and observance of the Instructions is  “Keeping  TORAH”.


It is fitting that what we were told to SHEMA, SHOMER, and OShaH actually is a type of 
“force” which attracts all else of its essence.   

This is the fundamental  “law of attraction”  working in electromagnetism.


The physical world is the model in form of the invisible, “Spiritual” realm, the BEIT of ALEF.


YHUH provided that as we engage “His Stuff” we reflect His “Light” … just as one can see bits 
of glass in a field reflect the sunlight when the angle of reflection corresponds to the perceiving 
eyeball of the viewer.    He sees us reflecting Him.


Regarding the SHABBAT and MOEDIM, doing MISHFAT and TzADIQAH, loving AMT and 
CxSD…

Purely and uniquely of YHUH.  

No ‘other elohim’ is of His ilk.


YHUH gave us His Matters to “Hear, Believe, Keep, and Do”  :  ShMO, ShMR, OShH 

As we do so, we reflect His “Face” : PNYM, and attract His Attention and Engagement.


As we “model”  the “Stuff” He gave us, it creates a portal of connection - a DALET, a UAW… 
whereby His TzBAUT - ‘armies’, ‘beauties’, ‘standing orders’  - can enter and interface with our 
affairs, similar to the viewing allowed of the “Army of Fiery Horses and Chariots” seen by Elisha 
as recorded in the Book of 2 Kings 6: 17.  


The continued encouragement to “Keep the TORAH” and “Learn Hebrew” is in order to 
facilitate bringing the attention of YHUH to us here and now…

thus playing into the prophecy of Jeremiah 31: 17 … which allows for Jeremiah 31: 19.


Ephraim repents and returns, regrets his rebellion and asks “bring me back and I will Dwell in 
Your Ways” - that is, be harnessed and bridled by the “House Rules”.   Volitional Prisoner.


Jeremiah 31: 16 … There is Hope : TiQVaH for your future, NAM YHUH, and your children will 
return to their  “border” : GBUL - surroundings, parameters. 


Verse 20    “… return O Maiden of YSRAL, return to “ORIK  ALH”.   [( eriktology ! )]


ShUBY   BTULT   YSRAL   :   Return Maiden of YSRAL 


Verse 19 … as we speak and think and do as YHUH Said, He does accordingly with us.


Please excuse, forgive, and take no offense for disturbing imagery…

I believe the imagery and expression stated, truly to be built into the “IVRIT” - Hebrew Text


eriktology  @ copyright    SUKKOT  2020
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